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KOIZUMI'S REFORM TEAM, ITS 

POLICIES AND APPROACH 

This chapter focuses on the phalanx of refurmers who have assisted Koizumi in 

the pursuit of his program of economic change and on the endorsement this 

program has received from exrernal sources. it also examines those aspecrs of 

his policies and programs that are conducive to their successful implementation 

and to engendering support for strucrural reform amongst affected groups. 

- A coherent economic team 

The Japanese administrative reforms ofJanuaty 2001 esrablished a formal system 
underpinning the formation of a coherent governmenr economic team led by 
the prime minister. The prime minister is head of a new Cabiner Office 

(Naikakufu).' The first and most important task of rhe Cabiner Office is 

'[hlandling basic issues regarding the state-economic and fiscal policy, science 

and technology policy'.1 It 'conducts policy planning and policy coordination, 

such as every year's publishing [sic] Economic Outlook and organising economic 

policy packages ... in order to manage the economy in a consistent and flexible 
way'.3 

In the Cabinet Office, the prime minister is assisted by an execurive team of 

politicians consisting of five ministers of state in charge of administrative reform, 

economic and financial policies, and other matters; three deputy ministers 

(Naikakufu fokudaijin); and three parliamentary secreraries (Naikakufu 

seimukan). From the perspective of structural reform, the two most imponanr 
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ministers of state are Takenaka Heiz6, Minister of State for Economic and 
Fiscal Policy and Minister of State for IT Policy (Keizai Zaisei Seisaku Tantll 
Daijin/Kagaku Gijutsu Tanto Daiiin), and Ishihara Nobuteru, Minister of 
State for Administrative Reform and Regulatory Reform (Gyosei Kaikaku Tanto 
Daijin)4 They are officially called 'ministers for special missions' (tokumei tantiJ 
daijin), whom the prime minister is able ro appoint at his discretion, 'when he 
considers the appointment highly necessary for the cohesiveness of the policies 
of administrative branches',5 According to the official ""planation, the 'Ministers 
for Special Missions have a diffi:rent mandate ro ministers at other ministries 
and agendes and are established at the Cabinet Of!:1ce, in order to pnt all their 
energies into the prompt implementation of key government policies',6 In 
fact, going by their titles and missions, they are ministers of reform, which 
means that their missions cm across the interests of the established rninistries, 
Moreover, these ministers do not lead ministries and hence are not bound to 
the interests of the established ministries? As Haggard has observed, ptospects 
for reform can be enhanced by 'the development of insulated agencies with a 
mandate to be responsive ro broad interests in such areas as monetary policy, 
trade policy, and the budget process',' Instead of ministries, the ministers of 
state in the Cabinet Office are served by various administrative components of 
the Cabinet Office, For example, the Minister of State for Economic and Fiscal 
Policy is served by three newly created directors-general and their staff. 

The main vehicle for structural reform and the primary locus of policy 
discussion and formulation by Koizumi's economic team is the Cabinet Office 
Conncil on Economic and Fiscal Policy or CEFP (Keizai Zaisei Shimon Kaigi), 
It is modelled on the US White House Conncil of Economic Advisors' and 'is 
in charge of economic and fiscal policy','" As Takenaka claims, it plays 'a key 
role in the formulation of economic and fiscal policies'.n It is concerned with 
basic policies for 'overall economic management, fiscal man~ement and budget 
preparation", [as well as] affairs concerning comprehensive national 
development plans and other economic and fiscal policy for the purpose of 
ensuring policy consistency and integrity from an overall economic point of 
view',l2 It is chaired by the prime minister, has a maximum of 11 members, 
and includes the Minister of State fur Economic and Fiscal Policy, 'ministers of 
ministries concerned' (the Minister of Finance, the Minister of Economy, Trade 
and Industry, and the Minister of PnbJic Management, Home Affitirs, Posrs 
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and 1eJecornrnunications), the Governor of the Bank of Japan, and four members 
from the private sector. 13 It aims 'at adequately reflecting opinions by private
sector [sic] in policy formulation. More than 40% of the members are supposed 
to be ftom [sic] private sector'," The academic world and the economic world 
each have two members, currently two academic economists and two business 
leaders from tbe car and electronics industries respectively,15 The CEFP thus 
brings a private perspective directly into public policymaking, As Eda pnrs it, 
the policy formulation process now takes into consideration public sentiment 
and the true nature of the economy. Hl 

The CEFP is the chief promoter of Koizumi's reform campaign and makes a 
significant contribution to the process of preparation of economic policy 
packages. For example, the June 2001 'Structural Reform of the Japanese 
Economy: Basic Policies for Macroeconomic Management' (also called the 'Basic 
Policy Outline for Economic Reform') w~s the Koizumi Cabinet's first 
comprehensive reform manifesto (the first round of the so-called 'big-boned 
reform agenda', or honebuto no hOshin) and the 'key document setting out all 
rbe basic direction of the Koizumi reform [program], Y It was compiled by 
Takenaka and tbe four private-sector members of the CEFP following the lines 
of many of the reform proposals Koizumi advocated shortly after becoming 
prime minister, According to Takenaka, it 'clarified the basic concept underlying 
the Koizumi reforms: "No growth without reform"'," Takenaka also claimed 
that the 'Basic Policies' 

formed the foundation for formu1ating the FY 2002 budget. Specifically, under a policy of 

limiting the issuance of government bonds to no more than ¥30 trillion, seven priority areas 

wete identified, and issues for reforms in public investment, social security systems, and local 
public fin.ances V,icre presented. Based ou these, the guidelines for budget requests were compiled 

in August. It was decided that the IT 2002 budget should be drafted based on the principle of 
'decreasing budget allocation by 5 triUion yen ltl non-priority fields while increasing by 2 
trillion yen in priorjty ones'. j~ 

In addition, the CEFP was directly involved in capping the annual issue of 
government bonds at ¥30 trillion, reviewing the use of revenues from taxes 
collected mostly for road construction and improvement, reducing expenditutes 
for puhlic works projects20 and mapping out rhe 'special zone concept' for 
structural reform (k{}ziJ kaikaku tokku). These are special geographical areas 
where the usual resrricrions on economic and other activities will not apply,2l 
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Takenaka has described the initiative as 'a showcase measure ... a bold decision 
and a great achievement'. 21 

The CEFP was also ilhltrumental in proposing flexible policy measures in 
response to the deterioration in rhe economic situation after the 11 September 
attacks in the United States and the continuation of the IT recession, both of 
which impacted negatively on the global economy.23 Takenaka listed the 
~A.dvanced Reform Progtam' of October 2001 and the 'Immediate Action 
Program for Structural Refonn' of December 2001 as containing rhe requisite 
measures, wirh rhe CEFP leading 

discussions to provide direction Dn the specific coments of those rne,asures. The Council 

proposed various measures to contribute to the disposal of non-pertorming loans, the 

strengthening or safety nets for the unemploye..1. and for small and medium-sized companies, 
and the ac; .. ~leracion of struclural reforms,14 

Subsequently, the CEFP was directly involved in working out the dralt of 
the second round of Koizumi's so-called 'big-boned reform agenda' in June 
2002 (designed to clarify the second stage of reform and known as 'Basic Policies 
No. 2'),25 Japan's economic and fiscal policy blueprim for the second year of 
the Koizumi administration, entitled the 'Basic Policies for Economic and 
Fiscal Management and Structural Reform 2002'. This policy document 
combined two separate packages that the CEFP had earlier adopted26-for 
economic revitalisation and tax reform-iuro a larger package that also included 
local governmem refotms and the framework fat compiling the 2003 budget.27 

The CEFP is onc of four C{)uncils established under the auspices of rhe 
Cabinet Office to execute state strategy.].' Others are the Council for Science 
and Technology Policy, tl,e Central Disaster Management Council and rhe 
Council for Gender Equality. Each is structured along the same lines as the 
CEFP and is headed either by rhe prime minister or the chief cabinet secretary. 
They are part of the Cabinet Office and are on quite a different legal and 
institutional footing from the private advisory groups used by prime ministers 
so often in the past to try and bypass vested interests in the bureaucracy and in 
the LD P. The CEFP, for example, was established under the Cabinet Office 
Establishment Law (Naikakufu SetrhiM), and the others were set up under 
various orher la"". The new councils are rhus formally part of rhe government, 
not just ad hoc groupings established by prime ministers."9 Theit legal status 
gnarantees them policy authority not normally available to prime ministers 
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private advisory bodies. As Williamson and Haggard point out: 'The competence 
of the economic tearn cannot compensate tor a lack of authority, something 
that typically requites institutional change within the decision-making 
structure' .30 This change had already occurred prior to Koizumi's acce'iSion to 

the prime ministership, bm, in contrast to his predecessor Mori, Koizurni has 
taken full advantage of the new system as a mechanism to advance his policy 
goals. 

Second, the Cabinet Office councils are part of the formal policymalring 
process at the executive level. The assigned duties of the CEFp, for example, ate 
to investigate and deliberate (chOsa shingi).31 It 'decides its agenda for 
deliberation on prime ministerial initiative. Decisions OIl this agenda pass 
through the decisionmalring of the cabinet, which is the ultimate decision 
organ, and then they become the official policy of the government'." 

Third, these councils are composed, by and large, of members of the executive, 
that is ministers of various sorts. This is vital to the achievement of economic 
reform because decisions in the CEFP ultimately have to be blessed by cabinet 
if they are to become government policy. 

Fourth, as part of the executive, the Cabinet Office councils are positioned 
above rhe mainstream advisory councils (shingikar) attached to the bureaucratic 
ministries, although their formal functions are the same." The most prestigious 
and long-standing examples of ministerial advisory councils have been the 
Industrial Structure Advisory Council attached to Ministry of International 
Trade and Industry (MITT), the Financial System Advisory Council attached 
to the Ministry of Finance (MOF), the Advisory Council on the Economy 
attached to the Economic Planning Agency, (he Employment Advisory Council 
attached to the Ministry of Labour and the Social Securiry System Advisory 
Council attached to the Ministry of Health and Welfare.,4 However, these and 
similar groupings attached to other ministries have a well earned reputation 
for being simply mouthpieces and legitimating bodies for ministerial policy 
proposals. 

The coherence of the economic team is also supported by the interleaving of 
the Cabinet Office and the CEFP to the point where they are almosr 
indistinguishable. For example, with respect to the 'Basic Principles of Budget 
Formulation', rhese are 'formulated under the leadership of the Prime Minister 
and based [sic] on the resuh:s of the research and deliberation of the Council 
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on Economic and Fiscal Policy'." At the same time, the Cabinet Office indiGltes 

'a mid and long-term model of fiscal management and also the basic direction 

of the next year's budget. .. [The] Cabinet Office, as the secretariat of the 

Advisory Council, suppons the operation by providing assistance'. 36 

A major source of political strength for the new executive ad,~sory councils 

is rheir power of publicity and status. The authoriry of these bodies is 

underwritten by the transparency of their proceedings, which are widely 

disseminated in both printed and electronic form. As Kawakita and Onoue 

point out, rhe operating principles of the CEFP are prime ministerial leadership 

and transparency." These features add to the council's policy influence by 

publicising the direction in which the administration proposes ro go, and 

forcing other party and buteaucratic elements to react and respond." As 
Takenaka himself claims, 

[clle!iberations at the Council have been disclosed through publiclLing documenrs and 
discussion summaries soon afrcr the meetings. This procedure emures the transparency of the 

poh<:-), formulation process. As a result, HriOUS policy furmulatIon processes, including those 
of budget formulation, are changing to become clearer:and more easHy unaersmJldable for the 
general public.3? 

Making public the content of the CEFP's delibetations is also a deliberate 

tactic on Koizumi's part to try and comain 'behind-the~scenes manoeuvring 

by central government bureaucrats and Liberal Democratic Parry members 

working on behalf of vested interests'." 

In addition to the advisory councils that are formally part of the Cabinet 

Office, Ko.izumi has established multiple vehicles through which to advance 

his reform initiatives. Some of these are private advisory cowlCils like the Advisory 

Council on the Three Postal Services which is charged with presenting specific 

plans for privatising the Japan Postal Public Corporation, the Society for 

Discussions with the Premier which was set up to propose innovative economic 

and industrial policies, and the Local Government System Research Council, 

which was established to examine issues relating to the decentralisation of 

governmen t. 

Others are groupings in which Koiznmi can personally ditect the process of 

structural reform. They comprise various execurive policy headquarters such as 

the Headquarters for Industrial Structural Reform and Employment Measures, 

the Urban Reviralisation Headquarters, the Special Public Institutions Reform 
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Promotion Headquarters, the Municipal Merger Assistance Headquarters, the 

IT Strategic Headquarters and the Cabinet Headquarters for Administrative 

Reform. 41 The task of these hodies, on which Koizumi and the relevant cabinet 

members sit, is to underwrite executive initiative and centralise control of the 

structural reform process in Koizumi's hands. The Cabinet Office also has a 

series of advisory councils attached to it in the manner of other buteaucratic 

ministries, including the Council for Regulatory Reform and the Social Policy 

Council. 

The significance of previous administrarive reforms in creating new 
components of the executive-tbe Cabinet Office, ministers of state for special 

missions, as well as the Cabinet Office councils and other new prime ministerial 

advisory groups as well as tbeir attached administrative units-is that they 

have developed alternative and even rival sources of policy information and 

ideas to tbe established ministries. The CEFP, for example, draws on the expertise 

of academics and the private business sector. These bodies have helped to make 

tbe Japanese policymaking process more pluralisric and have also injected a 

greater degree of transparency and accountability into this process. 

The presence of a technopol 

The Koizumi team has a technopol in Takenaka who holds politically responsible 

office as Minister of State for Economic and Fiscal Policy and who is 'in charge 

of steering tbe Council [CEF]'],." Sucb an appointment is unprecedented in 

Japan." Takenaka, a former Professor of Economics at Keio University, was 

appointed as minister when Koizumi came to power.+! Koizumi also graduated 

in economics tram Ke;o University, and not, like so many of bis predecessors, 

in public law. Koizumi is only the second such case of an economics graduate

turned-prime minister," whicb may help to explain his commitment ro market 

reforms. 

Takenaka is Koizumi's top economic adviser and right-hand man in devising 

reform scenarios. Previously a strong advocare of privatising the former state 

monopoly NTf' corporation in order to bting competition to Japan's information 

technology market, he was handpiclted by Koizumi as a key player in his reform 

initiatives."' Takenaka's views fitted perfectly with Koizumi's cherished policy 

goal of privatising the postal services. Moreover, since Takenaka is not a professional 

politician, he can strive for reform without wortying about special intetests. 
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- A comprehensive program 

The details in Table 1,1 attest to the all"encompassing nature of Koizumi's 
reform program, The comprehensive menu of reforms that the Koizumi 
administration has adopted is also encapsulated in the rubric of 'structural 
reform wimout sanctuary' (seiiki naki kIJ:dI kaikaku),47 which implies that no 
special interest will be able to find refiige from the wide-ranging and non
negotiable nature of the reforms, This concept was formally incorporated into 
the 'Fiscal 2002 Economic Outlook and Basic Stance for Macroeconomic & 

Fiscal Management' decided by the cabinet on 25 January 2002, which reJetred 
to 'Funher Promoting the Process of Structural Reform Leaving no Sanctuary 
Untouched'," The policy document claimed that 'the government has 
endeavoured to promote a full range of structural reforms coveting the economy, 
the fiscal system, government administration and various aspects of society'," 
As rhe Nikkei commented, 'if implemented", [Koizumi's reforms] almost add 
up to a revolution in corporate management, public finance , administrative 
system, the educarion system and so forth.50 

Koizumi's approach to structural refotm is to talk of reform on every front at 
once: 'forcing the crippled Japanese banks to write off rheir huge burden of 
bad loans."ending pork"barrel construction projects; privatising much of rhe 
government; and deregulating rhe whole economy' ,51 Ben \Vada, in response 
to an observation rhat mere did not seem to be cohesive link between Koizumi's 
policies, claimed that Koizumi's ideas made him Seem as if he had just come 
from 'The Planet of the Apes', Explaining the analogy, he said 

humans walk using two legs, leftwright, left-right. But monkeys jmnp all over the place, to the 
from, to the back, to the left Otto the right, using both legs. He may not cherish the comparison, 
but Koizurni comes close to that kind OftreedOffi. It must beW1.lgh rorold-fashioned politicians 
and bureaucrats to understand his thinkjng.51 

In reality, rhe rubric of structural reform encompasses an agenda rhat is not 
only mnltidimensional but also interlinked. For example, proposals for a drastic 
overhaul of the social security system, the adoption of a pdority policy for 
long-term public works projects and a whole raft of proposals to reform rhe 
fiscal relationship between the central and local governments were integral 
elements of me CEFP's June 2002 final plan for taxation reform." 

Similarly, reforming public corporations and privatising postal services are 
part and parcel of rhe same goal. Koizumi's plans to reform public corporations 
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are linked to his push to privatise the three key postal services (savings, insurance 
and mail delivery) because this would help arrest the diversion of personal 
financial assets to prop up expenditure by the public corporations. In an 
interview with the Financial Times, Koizumi commented that '[alddressing 
this issue of postal related services is the most effective way of trying to 

fundamentally refotm government corporations'." The total amount of postal 
savings and postal life insurance funds is ¥360 trillion, 'the world's largest 
savings pool'," and about one quarter of the nation's personal Hnancial assets 
of ¥lAOO tritlion, It places enormous funds at the disposal of bureaucrats as 
fund managers," distorts capital distribution, generates publicly subsidised 
competition for private banks and insutance companies," and facilitates the 
flow of money into inefficient sectors. 

The most significant aspect of the postal savings and lite insurance system, 
however, is that it facilitates the use of private funds for public and political 
purposes, Postal savings and life insurance are the major soutce of funds for the 
Fiscal Investment and Loan Program, or FILP (zait6) which in turn provides 
financing for public investment in housing, livelihood environment 
infrastructure, health and welfare facilities, educaTional fadlities, small and 
medium enterprise, agricultute, forestry and fisheries, land preservation and 
disaster prevention, roads, transport communications, regional development, 
industry and technology, trade and economic cooperation, and capital 
employment." Most of this investment is allocated to loss-making public 
corporations as iow-interest loans for their various government~sponsored 
enterprises, including the construction of public infrastructure,59 As KQizumi 
stated in the Lower House in May 2002, privatisation of postal services was an 
initial step towards drastically reforming government loans and investment 
programs as well as public corporations.'" 

Moreover, given the prominence of public wotks as a target of FILP 
investment, this funding program dOllbles as a huge pork barrel for politically 
mategic distribution by the LDP. This is why privatising postal services is so 
politically significant. Privatising postal savings and insurance will potentially 
turn off One of the major public funding taps for the FILP, the public 
corporations and the LDP. As the Nikkei observes, 'Koizumi has had the ultimate 
ambition to stop the postal savings system ... from funnelling money into pork
barrel projects that have bolstered the ruling Liberal Democratic Party',6l 
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Additional supporting policy objectives include fiscal reform, which will 
reduce the quantities of government funds available to public corporations as 
direct subsidies, whilst the policy of eliminating public corporations (either 
through privatisation, mergers or abolition) will reduce the need to divert 
public funding to these entities either as loans or subsidies. Attacking wasteful 
public works will also undermine the activities of many of these bodies. 

Koizumi's core policy proposals have been fleshed out as action plans, starting 
with the June 2001 'Structural Reform of the Japanese Economy: Basic Policies 
for Macroeconomic Management', which announced seven reform platforms: 

privatisation and regulatory reforms (including the postal system and public 
corporations related to roads, cities and housing), support for challengers/ 
entrepreneurs (including relaxing regulations and taxes in growth areas), 
strengthening the insurance system (including creating individual accounts 
for social insurance and reforming the pension system), nurturing of human 
resources (including promoring educarional reform, science and technology 
development, and 5 million jobs in 5 years), renovation of the living 
environment (including a commitment ro solving environmental problems 
and revitalising urban areas), promoting regional independence, including 
simplifYing the system of grants ro local governments and creating more local 
tax revenue), and correction of rigidity in fiscal policies (including reviewing 
the use of special-purpose government funds, long-term plans for public works 
and reducing the share of public works projects in GDP)." 

Later programs and reform schedules have built on these core proposals. 
The CEFP's June 2001 'Basic Policies for Macroeconomic Management and 

Structural Reform of the Japanese Economy' was followed by 
• the September 'Reform Schedule', which took the 'Basic Policies' forward, 

provided a clear timetable for the specific contents of the 'Basic Policies' 
and demonstrated 'a public road map for reform to the people'" 

• the October 'Front-Loaded Reform Program' for accelerating the pace of 
structural reform, which included 'measures for new job creation, safety 
net formation concerning job security and SMEs, and measures addressing 
the NPL problems'64 

• the December 'Immediate Action Program for Structural Reform', which 
was accompanied by the second supplementary budget for fiscal 2001 
and which was designed to accelerate structural reforms and prevent the 
economy from slipping into a so-called 'deflationary spiral' in which 
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'economic conditions deteriorate at an accelerating pace through the 
interplay of falling prices and contracting ptoduction'" 

• the January 2002 'Fiscal 2002 Economic Outlook and Basic Stance for 
Macroeconomic & Fiscal Management' which outlined futther steps for 
dealing with nOll"performing loans, commitments to regulatory reform 
and reorganisation and rationalisation of special public corporations 
incorporated into a 'Structural Reform and Medium-term Economic and 
Fiscal Outlook' which 'showed an ideal economic society Japan aimed to 

achieve and a future vision of medium"term economic and fiscal 
management including structural reform ro realize it'" 

• the February 2002 'Emergency Countermeasures ro DeHation' 
• the Apri! 2002 'Tbree Basic Principles for the Formation of the Economic 

Policy Guidelines to be announced in June 2002' 
• the June 2002 'Basic Policies for Economic and Fiscal Policy management 

and Structural Reform 2002', a prescription according to Miznmi, 'for 
overcoming deRation and creating a srrong economy,'? 

The June 2002 'Basic Policies' feature ",-hat Koizumi has called a 'trinity' of 
measures: economic revitalisation strategies (keizai kasseika senryaku), basic 
principles of tax reform and structural reforms in major government 
expenditures,·' The next step in Koizumi's reform schedule is the 'Koizumi 
reform vision', including administrative and fiscal reforms, which will be 
compiled in early September 2002, 

In addition, the other Cabinet Office councils and prime ministerial
sponsored headquarters, as well as the more traditional type of private advisory 
panels to the prime ministet, have generated proposals for specific areas of 
policy in terms of more detailed recommendations and implementation 
timetables, They all help to maintain the structural reform 'industry that the 
Mizumi administration has initiated, 

- Fxternal help 

Given the dire circumstances of the Japanese economy, external help has taken 
the form of advice, counsel and support for the Koizumi administration from 
the United States, President Bush gave Koizumi strong backing during his 
visit to Tokyo in February 2002, enthusiastically endorsing both his leadership 
and his reform agenda, The US administration has seen advantage in throwing 
its considerable weight behind Koizumi as offi:ring the best chance for reform. 
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In fact, the Bush administration sees Koizumi as the only person who Can 
reform Japan." President Bush remarked that: 'Thanks to my friend, the prime 
minister, Japan is on the path to reform. He is a leader who embodies the 
energy and determination of his country'.7° He added that Koizumi was a 
'great reformer' and that he had 'great confidence in his ability to lead the 
country'. 71 He even offered to support Koizumi by bringing the 'forces of 
resistance' to the White House and working on them in order to convince 
them of the need for structural reform. 72 Although officials in the Bush 
administration subsequently became more sceptical of Koizumi's ability to 
bring off his reforms, they have remained uncritical in public because they 
want him to succeed.?3 

For the most part, the United States has eschewed traditional-type 'foreign 
pressure' (gaiatsu) as a lever to force the Koizumi administration to deliver more 

rapidly on structural reform. In the past, gaiatsu has usually targeted changes 
in Japanese policy and economic structure which are going to be of direct 
benefit to US interests in terms of increased marker access and other gains for 
US business. This kind of gaiatsu has been effective in inducing Japan to reform 
some of its economic policies and trade postures. Gaiatsu does this by generating 
tailwinds for domestic reformers to overcome local opposition, exciting Japanese 

fears of international isolation by being left out of multilateral agreements, 
and by implicitly or explicitly raising the spectre of retaliation from economic 
partners if the Japanese government does not concede on specific demands.74 

This time, the United States has not been seeking narrow commercial 
advantage for specific industries by issuing a set of official, detailed requests in 
bilateral negotiations. The tailwind the United States has tried to generate for 
Koizumi has been to provide positive support and assistance rather than to 
chide, criticise and pressure, at least at the executive level. To some extent, the 

US government has been defanged by its need for Japanese support for the war 
on terrorism, with the Bush administration preferring quiet dialogue to the 
kind of overt and strident gaiatsu that has characterised the US approach to 
dealing with Japan in the past on economic and trade issues?' As Ayukawa 
puts it, 'US officials just want Japan to crawl out of the problem and it does 
not matter how long it takes',76 

In sum, the United States has played a relatively low key role in Japan's 
attempts to right its faltering economy. Pressure has been informed by a more 
general perspective: the health of rhe Japanese economy is important for the 
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region as well as for the United States, President Bush commented during his 
visit to Tokyo that: 'It', important for the world's second-largest economy ro 
grow, It will help the region, and it will help the world' 77 Japan is the weakest 
of the world's major economies and there is great concern about the potential 
fallout from a possible Japanese economic collapse for the United States as well 
as for the regional and global economies, The United States is also worried that 
Japanese weakness will ultimately alter the balance of power in East Asia and 
undetmine Japan's leadership in the region." The US administration sees Japan's 
weakness in strategic tetms and is concerned abour the rise of China in the 
context of Japan's decline, The Bush administration has taken the stance that: 
'If Japan's zero growth continues for the next 30 years, China will become a 
veritable big power, However, sl1ch a sitUation is nor desirable botb for its 
neighbors and the U.S, in geopolitical terms. The United States hopes for 
Japan to be strong' 79 

In this context, Koizumi has faced pressure from the United Stares to get his 
reform agenda going and to deal more quickly ,,~th some of the more intractahle 
issues like non-performing loans and deflation, Bush has urged action on these 
issues, although he was 'careful during his visit to avoid prescribing a remedy 
for Japan's economic ailments, a break from the Clinton administration's 
policy', so 

Other Bush administration representatives have been more pointed in their 
remarks about the need for the Koiznmi administration to deal adequately 
with the bad loan problem and have, in fact, provided detailed advice and 
prescriptions for reform, The US Treasury Secretary, who visited Japan in January 
2002, laid out a detailed blueprinr for how Japan should reform its economy, 
including aggressive action to clean up bad loans, 'a loose monetary policy to 
stem deflation, and a comprehensive programme of deregulation to introduce 
more competition into the country's domestic economy'. 81 Similarly, the 
Chairman of rhe US Council of Economic Advisers made calls for specific 
policy adjustments such as tax cuts, In addition, the American Chamber of 
Commerce in Japan advocated a course of action that included forcing banks 
to sell non-performing loans (something that US officials have also 
recommended), recapitalising the banks and then imposing striCt conditions 
forcing them to lend on the basis of objective financial critena," 

At times, individual US commentators and governmt'llt representatives have 
even hectored Japan and from some quatters there has been outright criticism, 
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Former United States Trade Representative Charlene Barshefsky accused Japan 
of continuing to prefer short-term comfort over long-term reform and argued 
that if Japan continued in the same fashion, it would remain on a road 
characterised by stagnation. She added that 'if Japan fails to implement reforms, 
the rest of the world would simply "move on''' 83 US business executives have 
also criticised delays in the implementation of Japan's structural reforms. Whilsr 
Bush was giving his endorsement of Koizumi's reform drive and expressing 
confidence in the prime minister's ability to accomplish his mission, at a meeting 
of Japanese and American business leaders in the United States, a number of 
participants gave vent to their frustration over the Koizumi administration's 

lack of progress in dealing with the bad debts of the banks.84 Similarly, the G7 
finance ministers and central bank governors meeting in March 2002 grilled 
Finance Minister Shiokawa about Japan's inadequate structural reforms and 
about the banks' continuing non-performing loan problem, as well as urging 
the Japanese government to accelerate its economic reforms. The Koizumi 
administration has also received requests from the other Group of Eight major 
powers, led by the United States, that it inject public funds into the banking 
sector. 

US policy requests are now more formally incorporated into the Japanese 
policymaking process through its advisory council system, and especially those 
bodies that directly advise the prime minister. In October 2001, for example, 
representatives from the US Embassy attended a meeting of the Cabinet Office 
Council for Regulatory Reform, and requested that Japan promote competition 
in its telecommunications and medical services markets. 8s The Japanese and 
US governments also hold regular vice ministerial-level negotiations to exchange 
views on deregulation and competitive policy. This is a means for the US 
representatives to proselytise their model of economic management and to 
pass on the benefit of their own experience in dealing with economic issues 
and financial problems. These discussions are most reminiscent of traditional 
gaiatsu in holding out prospects of direct commercial advantage to US companies 

in fields through increased access to Japanese markets. 
From time to time the Koizumi administration also reverts to an orthodox 

gaiatsu response in dealing with the United States.86 For example, it resorted 
to a form of 'package diplomacy' prior to President Bush's visit to Tokyo in 
February 2002. Package diplomacy entails the Japanese government coming 
up with a set of measures it knows will please the United States prior to high-
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level leaders' meetings, The February anti~deflationary policy measures 
announced by the Koizumi administration were motivated by such diplomatic 
considerations, given President Bush's impending visi" Indeed, the Japanese 
government was under specific pressure from the US Embassy in Tokyo to 

deliver something in this area, The US administration reportedly sent a secret 
letter to Koizumi urging action on the deflation issue immediately prior to 
BILSh'S Japan trip, As Masuwe puts it, the February anti~ddlation package was 
directly due to the gaiatsu of President Bush's visit to Japan: 1'\lthough I had 
been grappling to put the need for anti-deflation measures across to the cabinet 
and the Bank of Japan, as a member of the House of Councillors, I had to wait 
until to wait until gaiatsu, called the US government'.87 

Similarly, at the G7 finance ministers meeting in Canada in June 2002, 

Finance Minister Shiokawa spelt out the Koizumi administration's economic 
revitalisation package. The Japanese ptess also noted that the June tax reform 
plan was hastily put together in preparation for the G8 summit in Canada at 
the end oOune," Prime Minister Koilumi took the plan to Canada in order to 

seek US 'understanding' of Japan's 'efforts' for structural reforms by conveying 
the details of reform of the tax system incorporated into the 'Basic Policies for 
Economic and Fiscal Management and Structural Reform 2002'.89 Pressure 
from abroad reputedly encouraged a Koizumi about~face on tax cuts because 
of calls from the United States to stimulate the economy by lowering taxes. 

- Compensating losers 

In the Japanese case, direct compensation for losers is a standard tactic for 
fucilitatillg economic reform, particularly in response to gaiatsu. It has been a 
stock accompaniment of policy changes that expose favoured sectors to 

restructuring and greater market competirion9il and often ends up delaying 
the ptocess of reform'l by merely substituting one form of government benefit 
lor another. Moreover, it represents what is widely tecognised in Japan as an 
outdated 'save the weak' social policy antipathetic to market reforms.'2 

Compensation politics of this type hardly figures on the Koizumi agenda 
because his structural refurms, and specifically fiscal consolidation, have taken 
direct aim at the compensation-type policies that have benefited special interests 
in the past. Thete have, however, been some measutes to relieve the pain of 
structural reform in tbe form of unemployment relief and financial support for 
small and medium~sized businesses, Both sets of measures are linked to bad-
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debt disposal by the banks. For example, one of the problems of the banks' 
bad debts is that lending is falling continuously 'as institutions put all their 
efforts into provisioning for bad loans' 93 

One of Koizumi's policy pledges in the race for the LDP presidency was tbe 
proposal to prepare tor the pain of stmctural reform by establishing a better 
unemployment safety net: 'If Japan paid a full year's benefits to 1m new 
unemployed, at 70 per cent of their current avetage ¥5m salary, this would 
'onli cost ¥3,000bn ... [wj,Jch] is less than the country spends on construction 
projects each year'." In September 2001, the Headquarters for Industrial 
Structural Reform and Employment Measures drew up a package of emergency 
measures designed to prevent the jobless rate from worsening as stmctural 
reform proceeded. It aimed for the creation of 5.3 million jobs over five years 
through deregulation, overcoming the mismatch in iabour supply and demand, 
and establishing a safety net for the unemployed." Expenditure to support 
some of these measures was incorporated into the first 2001 supplementary 
budget. Tbe ¥2.99 trillion budget included ¥1 trillion in extra spending mostly 
to deal with increased unemployment and provide extra funds to support small 
and medium-sized companies. The funds went to improving safety nets, such 
as subsidies to companies that hired unemployed workers and implemented 
job training. 

It was followed by the October 2001 'Front Loaded Reform Program' which 
was designed to strengthen safety nets and generate one miliion jobs over three 
years: 500,000 by new types of public services., about 170,000 by supporting 
employers in newly growing ateas; about 190,000 by supporting 
reemployment; and the rest by utilising internships for the younger generation 
and through other measures. Furrhermote, in the job training area, 80,000 
opportunities were provided for displaced workers'% Both sets of employment 
policies were basically market-conforming and in line with the broad thrust of 
structural reform, rather than buying off customary tent-seeking groups. 

The Februaty 2002 anti-de!hdon package included more financial support 
to small and medium-sized companies tbat were suffering as a result of banks 
unwillingness to extend new loans.97 The measures offered an expanded safety 
net guarantee and a loan scheme. This policy meant that rhe government 
would step in to keep companies mnning in lieu of tbe banks performing their 
usual function of business lending. 
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- Accelerating the gains to winners 

The Koizumi administration's approach to accelerating the gains to winners 
began with its 200] fiscal teform program, which endeavoured to redirect the 
allocation of fiscal resources away from favoured sectors to those that could 
contribute to the recovery and reform process (such as the IT industry), and 
public works projects that might enhance efficiency and productiviry in the 
economy. The cabinet guidelines for the formulation of the 2002 budget 
incorporated the fiscal structural reform program announced in the June 200] 
CEFP 'Bask Policy Outline for Economic Reform'. It involved redistribution 
of some public works spending away from traditional areas like local porr 
development, airport projects and sewage works ro informarion technology 
and infrastructure projects for urban redevelopment and improvement of living 
standards. 

Tbe January 2002 'Fiscal 2002 Economic Outlook and Basic Stance for 
Macroeconomic & Fiscal Management' developed rhis approach further by 
including measures to promote the development of sdence and technology." 
In addition, new industries with potential for growth via deregulation, as well 
aB small businesses that reorganised at the manageriallevd, were winners from 
the employment measures package incorporated into the October 2001 first 
supplementary budget." 

These policy strands were subsequently advanced in the technology, new 
industry development and regional power strategies in the June 2002 'Economic 
Reviralisation Strategies' (incorporated into the 'Basic Policies for Economic 
and Fiscal Management and Strucrural Reform 2002'). The technology and 
new industry development strategies proposed a greater transfer of resources 
into life sciences and the promotion of research and development (R&D) as 
well as encouraging the development of environmental technologies and 
biotechnology. The regional power strategy focused specifically on advancing 
deregulation of business. It gave mote impetus to the idea of structural reform 
spedal zones where, 'government regulations will be drastically telaxed and 
corporations could be given favourable tax breaks' .'00 

Tax reform has also offered some potential gains to winners. It holds out 
prospects for generating growth by providing incentives for corporations and 
individuals, including tax relief measures for corporate capital spending in 
specific arenas.'o! According to Koizumi, his government 'would like to develop 
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a comprehensive tax system that would help revitalize the economy and reward 
taxpayers for their efforts, and not merely devise tax cuts or increases' .'02 The 
June 2002 :Agreement between the Government and the Ruling Parties' on 
'Present Economic Revitalizing Policies' established an R&D promotion tax 
and a priQritised investment promotion taX as measures to revitalise corporate 

activities effective as of 1 January 2003. 
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